How Molly Gorman Found London A Strange Place Indeed.

"Bedad, there're more people in one street in London Town than there are in Kerry, at all, at all!"

Mary Gorman, a blue-eyed colleen from County Kerry, is the heroine of the Casement drama. She it was who first saw Sir Roger Casement and his companions walking away from the strand at Curragh Haven, near Tralee, on that strange Good Friday morning, and identified him to the police. This rosy-cheeked, rich-brogued girl from the West of Ireland now finds herself some freak of fate, one of the central figures in this amazing story of the Hun plot that failed, and an object of interest to curious Londoners.
How the Landing Was Found In An Old Fort.

THE SUICIDE GUN-RUNNER.

Diver's Story Of Rifles And Ammunition In The Hold.

The Crown case against the two men accused of high treason, Sir Roger Casement and Danieltas, was opened to-day. To-day at Bow-street Mr. Arthuio Jones will make a statement.

Sir Arthuri Fincoo said Sir John Dickin­son, the magistrate, during part of the hearing yesterday.

WEN CASE WHEN WEPT.

The Place That Is Killorring, But Is Called Buck.

Evidence Givven Yesterday—

John McCarthy, farmer of Carraroe, Co. Galway, was killed yesterday morning at 6.30 as he walked along the Strand-road, a mile from his house, a bullet, fired from a rick in a house, finding its mark on his head. The bullet entered his head and passed through his face, and he died soon after being brought to the hospital.

Mary Gorman, a farmer's servant, of Rathbone, Ardfert, was also killed, the bullet entering her head and passing through her body. She was shot by order of the Home SingleChildScrollView at 3.30 on Good Friday, when the tide was in the river.

Sergeant Thomas John McCarthy, stationed at Ardfrg, said he was on duty at 3.30 on Good Friday, when he saw a man with a gun in his hand approaching him. He ordered him to stop and the man threw the gun. Sergeant McCarthy then shot the man and killed him.

Sergeant R. C. F. H., said the man was shot in the face and the bullet entered his head. He was able to speak before he died.

AYLEBURY'S ENGLISH MONEY.

Constable Carter, R.I.C., is the man who was shot in the face by Sergeant McCarthy. He was shot at 3.30 on Good Friday, when he saw a man with a gun in his hand approaching him. He ordered him to stop and the man threw the gun. Sergeant McCarthy then shot the man and killed him.

Inspector Parker, of Strand-road, said he saw the man shoot Mary Gorman and that she was shot in the face.

CASEMENT'S CONVoy.

Next the scene shifted to the Atlantic, and the story was taken up by—

Sidney Waghorn, leading signalman in the patrol ship 'Clun.' About 6.30 on Good Friday, 10 miles south-west of Queenstown, he sighted a ship flying the Norwegian colours. She was seen, said she was the Aurea, of Beregen, bound for Genoa, and she was extended to follow the 'Clun.'

MARCHAND OF FASHION.

While Casement was a prisoner of war in German hands, he was given a book on the subject of fashion, and the lines of dress which he adopted were chosen from this book. The man who was responsible for the dress was Casement's personal tailor, Michael Murphy, who was also a prisoner of war in German hands.

LOCKED THE CASTLE UP.

Disconsolate Policeman Seeks Solace In Gilbert And Sullivan's Song.

An amusing case under the Lighting Act, which the constable had got. The case was that of a man who had been charged with lighting a lamp on a street without a permit. The man had been charged with lighting a lamp on a street without a permit, and the constable had got the case. The man had been charged with lighting a lamp on a street without a permit, and the constable had got the case.
YOUTH'S OF IS NOT TO GO TO THE FRONT.
In Cases Of Military Necessity They May Be Sent Out.

CONSCRIPTION BILL PASSES HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Boy soldiers—that is, youths called to the Colours at 14 under the Compulsory Military Service Bill, which passed through its final stage in the House of Commons, 2,260 are not b. sent to the front till they have reached the age in exceptional cases of urgent military necessity.

That, in brief, was the promise made by Mr. Long to the Government yesterday, when Mr. Whitehouse moved—

That the age for the compulsion of youths be advanced from 15 to 16 years of age.

This amendment was negatived by 202 to 40 votes. Another amendment was moved by Mr. Three 

Angres, Fauquissart, and Wytschaete. The Vimy ridge was the

Revandza is on the river Gazosu, a few

The Russian advance seriously menaces the rear

On the Trenton front the enemy... a straight, and that the man gave him his ring and put him against the stairs and

The lock admitting ships is

As usual, there has been activity by the artillery of both sides about Ackrington, Angres, Faubuissart, and Wytschaete.

Lively Bombardment By Germans And Attempt To Attack Hill 304.
French Official News.

In Champagne an enemy detachment which attempted to surprise one of our small posts in the region of the Butte du Moulin was driven back by our force.

On the left, back of the Moulin there was a somewhat lightly bombarded area in the sector of the Four de Paris, the Couries Chaussee and Vauxois.

The attack to our front there was an inter-
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Excessive Thinness

Very many people are too thin. This may be the result of mental worry, overwork, improper feeding, or indigestion. Or it may follow an exhausting illness.

In any case, it is not only unsightly, but unhealthy. It is also unnecessary, because it can be cured, by giving the stomach food that is capable of replacing the wasted tissues of the body. No drug can do this.

It does not suffice merely to swallow fatty substances and oils, which not only disturb the weak digestion, but can only form fat even if they are digested at all.

A food is required that can nourish the tired nerves, and form both flesh and fat.

VIROL answers all these requirements; it contains everything necessary to form muscle, bone, and nervous tissue, and it also—in cases of nervous exhaustion—soothers the tired brain and promotes sleep.

British Made & British Owned,

VIROL

Try a teaspoonful in a tumblerful of milk three times a day, the last being taken before going to bed.

In Glass & Stone Jars, 1/-. 1/6, 2/6/11

VIROL LTD., 160-166 Old Street, E.C.

GIRLS DULL AND PEEVISH.

When a girl in her teens becomes dull, peevish and "faddy"; when nothing seems to interest her, and no dainty tempts her appetite, you may be certain that she needs more good blood than her system is provided with. Before long, her pallid cheeks, breathlessness and palpitations will confirm that she is anemic; but do not wait for these signs to develop; fill her veins at once with good blood. Mothers must remember that neglected anemia is the avenue to serious illness. You know the difference that good, red blood makes in the development of womanly health. Every headache, every painful palpitation, every gasp for breath that follows any slight exertion by the anemic girl, and every pain she suffers in her back and limbs, are repu­ches, if you have not taken the best steps to give your weak girl new blood.

No. good, red blood is infused into the system with every dose of Dr. Williams' pink pills for pale people. From this new good blood, springs good health, keen appetite, energy, high spirits and perfect womanly development. Give your daughter Dr. Williams’ pink pills and take them yourself, and see how promptly their influence is felt in better health. You can obtain them of dealers, but do not wait for these signs to develop; fill her veins at once with good blood.


W. J. HARRIS & Co.,

The NATIONAL.

New Models 1916.

52/-.

Carriage Paid. Crate Free.
Extra Long Seats.
4 Gee Steel Springs,
Wired-as-Tyres.
All Goods on Easy Terms.
Nov Catalogue No. 10 sent Free Post
Entirely Illustrated.

HARRIERS D.C.M.

Sec.-Lieut. Sec.-Lieut. H. H. Alward Crespigny, R.F.O., also received the Military Cross for gallantry during the fighting on the Mexican frontier.

Mrs. H. B. Kirk, whose husband, Brigadier-General Kirk, has just died of meningitis in hospital overseas.—(Vandyk.)

The Duchess d'Aosta with her sons, who are both on active service, the Duke of Spulio (left) with the Italian Army, and the Duke of Spulio (right) with the Italian Navy.

Sec.-Lieut. Claude Alward Ridley, R.F.O., also awarded the Military Cross for gallantry during Zeppelin raids.

Women high school girls quite enjoy nursing the American soldiers who have been wounded in the fighting on the Mexican frontier.

Bereaved.

Italian Princes on active service.

Air Heroes.

Walking on water the latest triumph of invention.

The King and Queen of Spain riding in the Royal coach on their way to open the Spanish Parliament.

WALKING ON WATER THE LATEST TRIUMPH OF INVENTION.

Testing "hydro-skins," invented by an Italian engineer, to enable one to walk on water. It is hoped that the new device may be found useful for military purposes.

Testing "hydro-skins," invented by an Italian engineer, to enable one to walk on water. It is
TEMPERING THE WIND.

I AM glad to hear that little shopkeepers who are married, have three children, and are not in a position to carry on their business if they are called to the colours, will be exempt from service. I can't help it. Knowledge is a thing, and how much prudence and industry have gone to the making of the business. I know that the stock-in-trade represents something more than so much dry or wet goods. I know these little shops, and how much making of the business.

WHEN a professional man comes back from the war he may find he has lost much; yet, as a rule, not so much as the little shopkeeper! nor is the loss so irretrievable.

At the same time the authorities should recognise that there are hard cases elsewhere. There are cases where the skilled workman or professional man is regarded as a "small shopkeeper," where a carefully built-up connection will be absolutely lost. If such a man is married and has a household case to be watched over, he is likely to lose much more than so much dry or wet goods. I know how much these little shops, and how much making of the business.

Father In The Junior Service.

ALTHOUGH his son is in the senior service, Lord Teynham himself, a portrait of this is, is in the junior service, in fact, the Army. He is a great friend to the Indian Army, and he is the present son and heir of Lord Teynham, the Hon. Christopher John Henry Buper-Curran. He is a few years younger than Lord Teynham, and became a midshipman at the same time as his royal step-father.
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AM glad to hear that little shopkeepers who are married, have three children, and are not in a position to carry on their business if they are called to the colours, will be exempt from service. I can't help it. Knowledge is a thing, and how much prudence and industry have gone to the making of the business. I know that the stock-in-trade represents something more than so much dry or wet goods. I know these little shops, and how much making of the business.
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At the same time the authorities should recognise that there are hard cases elsewhere. There are cases where the skilled workman or professional man is regarded as a "small shopkeeper," where a carefully built-up connection will be absolutely lost. If such a man is married and has a household case to be watched over, he is likely to lose much more than so much dry or wet goods. I know how much these little shops, and how much making of the business.

In other directions the Army authorities are doing well. They are adding millions to the national debt in a most subtle and dangerous way. If the war we are a nation on their beam-ends we shall be in no condition economically, or financially, to hold our own with our rivals in the world's markets.

DOUBTLESS the problem is difficult, but it can be solved as easily to-day as tomorrow, more easily to-day than to-morrow. Before anything else the Government can, as a matter of urgency, fix the minimum of wages, and to-day, the 6th of August, I ask the Government to declare a general moratorium for recruits until the Relief Bill has been passed.

In other directions the Army authorities are doing well. They are adding millions to the national debt in a most subtle and dangerous way. If the war we are a nation on their beam-ends we shall be in no condition economically, or financially, to hold our own with our rivals in the world's markets.

DOUBTLESS the problem is difficult, but it can be solved as easily to-day as tomorrow, more easily to-day than to-morrow. Before anything else the Government can, as a matter of urgency, fix the minimum of wages, and to-day, the 6th of August, I ask the Government to declare a general moratorium for recruits until the Relief Bill has been passed.

Flag Days Becoming Unpopular.

TUESDAY was a Flag Day. It may have been very ungracious and unpatriotic of me, but for the first time I struck, and deliberately refused to buy a flag. Those "Flag Days" are supposed to have worn out their welcome, and to have become an infantile nuisance. But Lord Teynham, the President of the various Press of the Port, and nine people out of every ten you meet strola volubly the whole subject, and are somewhat at a loss what to do next, and have no intention to take action, and the only method is that of boycott.

Time To Stop Them.

I AM not indicating this or any other Flag Day in particular. But apart from the nuisance they create, it is almost impossible to put a proper check on the financial arrangements. For instance, the Collectors have sealed boxes, but it is not difficult to avoid, by means of fictitious names and addresses, the financial returns of them.

A SOUL cannot vouch for the honesty of thousands of girls. Besides, before now I have received a letter from a soldier asking for help in getting his meals into his own purse. I don't doubt that the vast majority of the sellers are as right as rain, but too much business is too much business. In any case the idea is a moneat-eaten one, and I hope we shall soon see the last of it.

Leg-watching.

A SOUSIAN friend from France tells me that when the Russians arrived there, everyone was surprised to find that the French soldier's legs are perfectly smooth. It seems that as the Russian officer wears a cloak, the distinctive marks of rank are worn away by the fur brushing against his outer garment, and are not noticed. However, Colonels and generals get saluted, because they can be spotted by the stripes on their trousers. So the generals have to keep sharp watch on the legs of approaching officers.

Prince's Promotion—Flag Days Must Be Stopped—Origin Of "Cushy" Colonial Wealth.

Incongruous.

THE extension of the Navy in all directions produces some rather odd conjunctions. In the Royal Navy, for instance, an ex-steward of the "Girli Grace" on his cap. I am afraid I nearly laughed in his face, for there was so very little of girli or "grace" in his appearance. I understand he is a grand stripping West Countryman—the sort who ought to be a "Billy Bunter" (as you know what that stands for) or a Thunderer.

Men Who Have Money.

Some of our Canadian and Australian soldiers have no lack of ready cash. They carry huge wads of notes about with them, and are not slow in the use they make of them. Last night saw these boys booking seats at a theatre. They must be worth at least £200 apiece on them. Tossing down a couple of pound notes, they strutted away without waiting for any change, and had to be called back by the clerk.

Godfrey Tearle's New Part.

In his career on the stage Godfrey Tearle has worn many uniforms. I have seen him in the armour of a mastervil Irish warrior, as a soldier of the days of Waterlor ("Quality Street"), as a dashing British cavalryman, an Indian, all gold lace and livery, and the "Lord of Leominster." He is in several other fighting roles, as the leader of a band of Irish revolutionists, as the real thing. He is a cadet of the Royal Horse Artillery, as the "Hussar," as a young naval officer wearing a livery and, being of military age, is going on for soldiering very seriously.

Still A Player.

However, the stage has not lost one of its most accomplished young actors. Tearle the soldier is still Tearle the player whenever possible, and at night he is a possible. He is playing the part of "Tina" at the Adelphi every evening, although he has got to be left to his wife. Mrs. Godfrey Tearle is pretty Miss Mary Mabley.

Martin Harvey's Petrocchio.

MARTIN HARVY'S Shakespeare season at His Majesty's has settled down into real popularity. I have spent the evening laughing last night in the "Shrew" on Monday night, and from the crowd and the noise I might have imagined myself at a free, riotous Barington's Christopher Spy, another feather in his Shakespearean cap. Through the play itself he set it in the old county of Cornwall and put a laugh at almost every gesture. He's been acting Hamlet or King Lear. Martin Harvey has got a very brutal Petrocchio, and his woman's personality won't allow him to be brutal, but his performance has much to recommend it. Katharine has it all.

Cathedrals.

I WISH to congratulate Mr. Forbes Dickson on his "Ways—Made in Germany." I have read him in the "Saturday Review" and found his clarifying, lucid, and comprehensive account of the "Cathedral Season." He has a particular love for the medieval cathedrals, and his description of the Wimboruses. thing between the Surly taximen who happens on to a man in conversation. He has got ten days' leave. His first two days were spent at the Spa in the Maltese Islands, and he couldn't see him. He has got a laugh with almost every gesture. He'll come to a English city. I'm afraid I nearly laughed in his face, for there was so very little of girli or "grace" in his appearance. I understand he is a grand stripping West Countryman—the sort who ought to be a "Billy Bunter" (as you know what that stands for) or a Thunderer.

Concerts.

WHAT would you say to a concert next Saturday. The Wimboruses. thing between the Surly taximen who happens on to a man in conversation. He has got ten days' leave. His first two days were spent at the Spa in the Maltese Islands, and he couldn't see him. He has got a laugh with almost every gesture. He'll come to a English city. I'm afraid I nearly laughed in his face, for there was so very little of girli or "grace" in his appearance. I understand he is a grand stripping West Countryman—the sort who ought to be a "Billy Bunter" (as you know what that stands for) or a Thunderer.
Guyancem, the brilliant French airman, carries the new flag aloft in a ceremonial march-past.

The presentation for the first time of colours to the French Flying Corps by Colonel Giraud, the Inspector-General of the School of Aviation, was an imposing ceremony. The flag was handed to Lieut. Guynemer, the famous airman, with the words, "Raise your hopes towards these colours, raise your souls towards these glories."—(French Official Photographs, Exclusive to the Daily Sketch.)

**ELIZA'S AMBITION.**

Elizabeth McKinnon, suing a former mistress for libel, is ambitious to become a nobleman's cook.

**THE PLUCKY LITTLE DAUGHTER OF A D.C.M.**

Florence, the 12-year-old daughter of Sergeant-Major F. Coley, D.C.M., with her little brother, Bertie, whom she has five times rescued from the Thames at Shepperton.

**AS QUAIN'T AS PRETTY.**

Elise Craven in captivating guise as the Miller's Daughter.—(Cecil.)
GLADSTONE'S GREAT-GRANDNIECE.

GLADSTONE'S GREAT-GRANDNIECE. Miss Florence Amy Lorne Gladstone (centre) becomes the bride of Captain J. Sackville Martin, R.A.M.C., a well-known doctor, novelist, and playwright.

A MISTAKE OF THE IRISH REBELS.

Mistaken for a troop train, this cattle train was blown up by dynamite by the rebels at Blanchardstown, near Dublin.

AIR SERVICE INQUIRY ENDS IN SUDDEN FIZZLE.

Mr. Justice Bailhache (centre), Mr. J. G. Butcher, K.C. (left), Mr. Balfour Browne, K.C., and Mr. Edward Shortt (right) at the first sitting of the Air Inquiry yesterday. The proceedings were adjourned with dramatic suddenness, as there was no one present to formulate the charges against the Air Service.

DUKE'S SOLDIER SON.

Major Lord George Stewart Murray, Black Watch, second son of the Duke of Atholl, now reported dead.

A HUN SEA-PIRATE.

Lieut. Otto Steinbreck, commander of the German submarine U39, which is believed to have torpedoed the Sussex.

WHY SHE ISN'T OVER-FLEASED AT THE PROSPECT OF DAYLIGHT SAVING.

Why she isn't over-fleasied at the prospect of daylight saving.

The Daylight Saving Bill won't save this girl's time. It will give her a lot more work to do. For these are some of the 10,000 watches in a watch manufacturer's regulating room which she has to wind every day. And every one will have to be advanced to Summer Time.
Wood-Milne Rubber Heels and Tips

Wood-Milne for Wise Walkers

"DON'T use motor-cars for pleasure," says Authority; no, use your legs instead. It comes cheaper, and is certainly more healthful. To get the utmost pleasure from your walking (and to do it with utmost economy of cost) have Wood-Milne Rubber Heels upon your boots. Then rough roads, hard pavements, ploughed fields change like magic to a turf-like evenness and softness—and you go on and on with wondrous freedom from fatigue.

Instant Relief for Morning Headache

Nausea and poor Appetite

That dull aching, that nausea and distaste for food which so many begin the day, soon goes when you take Dr. Cassell's Instant Relief. The root of the trouble is disordered liver, perhaps constipation, and Dr. Cassell's Instant Relief so surely restores both liver and bowels that these complaints become impossible.

"Science Sittings," April 11, 1916, says:"Providences has given us the means to devise means to compensate Nature for our ill-treatment of her . . . The means at hand come from natural sources, and we have them embodied in such splendid combinations as Dr. Cassell's Instant Relief. We take this preparation as an example because it is so well balanced in the matter of components and so effective in every direction."

Take Dr. Cassell's Instant Relief for constipation, biliousness, torpid liver, sick headaches, dizziness, spells before the eyes, flatulence, acidity, heartburn, impure blood, and that dull heavy feeling which is a sure indication of liver troubles.

Ask your chemist for Dr. Cassell's Instant Relief and take no substitute.

Dr. Cassell's Instant Relief is the companion preparation to Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Dr. Cassell's

Instant Relief

Nausea, heartburn, flatulence, acidity, Nausea and poor Appetite comes cheaper, and is certainly more healthful. To get the utmost pleasure from your walking (and to do it with utmost economy of cost) have Wood-Milne Rubber Heels upon your boots. Then rough roads, hard pavements, ploughed fields change like magic to a turf-like evenness and softness—and you go on and on with wondrous freedom from fatigue.

Wood-Milne Rubber Heels and Tips

Made in many shapes and sizes, from better and more durable rubber than any others. In Black, Brown and Grey Rubber. Sold everywhere. Every genuine pair is stamped Wood-Milne. No increase in price. Wood-Milne Motor Tyres are the strongest pneumatic tyres made.

LIFEBOUy SOAP

SHEEP SKINS and HEALTHY SKINS.

SHEEP SKINS have proved a boon to our gallant soldiers during the winter months. LIFEBOUy SOAP is a boon all the year round.

The strong and many physique needs protection from the germs and microbes of disease every bit as much as it needs protection from exposure. Lifebuoy Soap kills germs and microbes of disease.

It is more than soap, for it cleans and disinfects at the same time. It gives a beautiful lather, which is as beneficial as it is delightful. The mild carbolic odour you note in Lifebuoy Soap is the sign of its splendid protective qualities.

MORE THAN SOAP—YET COSTS NO MORE.

Send him a Tablet in his next parcel; he will appreciate it.

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.
ONE may find hats for every face in the new millinery stocks, and, given a reasonable amount of time and taste for choosing, no woman should be unconsciously crowned to greet the summer. From the severe "tailored" hat to the airy things of tulle and crinoline, each class shows a diversity of shape and size. There are just one or two general rules. One is that trimmings are scanty, another is that the large hat is a fairly flat one. The most may either fit the crown like a skull-cap or rise to the height of a man's bowler.

**Smaller Crowns.**
An effect of the close hair-dressing is that crowns are small enough in circumference to fit the head properly, which, artistically, is a great gain. The shiny straw sailor, with a wide flat brim worn slightly askant, is the dominant shape of the moment, and, in fact, becoming so popular that the slight trimming which alone is permissible with a hat of this type must be very cleverly placed and original if the style is not to become tiresome. One such hat has a cockade of black velvet with a yellow aster as its centre and a fringe of yellow ostrich feathers.

**Beige And Blue.**
Beige and dark blue and grey and dark blue deal—an effect of the use of beige and grey by the costumiers. Smaller and straighter. 

**Display of New Taffeta.**
Taffeta is still used for trimming, no woman choosing, no woman.

**Tilted Hats.**
Tilted hats of the Watteau type are shown being held on the First Floor and where the new milliner's designs are being sold at bargain prices.

**Dainty Ostrich Collar.**
Dainty Ostrich Collars, made of finest quality ostrich feathers, are worn at the neck. Black, Saxe. Usual sizes for women and children. Special price, 5/6.

**Great Sale Of Feather Boas.**

**Selfridge Safe Deposit.**
You may keep your valuables in your own safe at Selfridge's for 10/- a year. The Selfridge Safe Deposit is Burglar-proof, Fire-proof and Bomb-proof. Remains remain their own keys. You are invited to inspect the Selfridge Safe Deposit.

**Show Of 2,000 Untrimmed Hats.**
Trimmings are scanty, another is that the large hat is a fairly flat one. The small hat to the height of a man's bowler.

**Large Hat of dull green straw alone relies on its graceful lines for all its distinction, and has but a tailored black bow for trimming.**

**The mushroom-shaped hat above is of grey muslin topped by a bunch of tiny apples.**

**The large hat of dull green straw alone relies on its graceful lines for all its distinction, and has but a tailored black bow for trimming.**

**Exhibition of Poultry.**
**The poultry show, which is being held on the roof of Gerrard Street, is under the auspices of the British Poultry Society, and offers a most interesting demonstration of the art of practical and ornamental poultry keeping.

**Display of New Skirts.**
No. 1. A very useful SKIRT in patterned twill, made with a belt and a pocket to the right side front and a large button pocket at the back. Price 10/-.

**Selfridge's Cotton Sale Week.**
Blouses for Summer Wear.
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DONOGHUE'S "HAT TRICK." - Russell Wins The Newmarket Handicap.

THE NEWMARKET STAKES.

Visitors to Newmarket yesterday for the opening of the Second Spring Meeting were disappointed at the non-appearance of Pompano in the Burwell Plate. It had originally been intended to start him, but as he had not come well in his final gallop no risk was taken. The field only mustered three, and of these Flaming Fire was the favorite. The third competitor was Khedive III, who did not come to Newmarket at all.

Until the Russies were reached Flaming Fire was carrying the day, and the entry table of the tote parley was giving a surprise on Donoghue by putting in a substitute for the quarter of a mile. This rule was not successful, for Flaming Fire still had three and a quarter lengths to spare, and there was no way of rousing up the hands, he three-quarters of an lengths in front.

The winner is in the New Derby, and as he is one of the others Vale may have to be reckoned with, as he plays well.

BREDDIS A Winner! Winner.

There were some useful handicaps performers in the Newmarket Handicap, but Russell had only four to his credit, and the German statesman Waugh that he was always a sound order in the market.

His most dangerous rival in the betting was Gal Lolly, and in the estimation of the top weights.

Dreadful times were very little in it, but Russell was always going the stronger, and he was a clever weight.

Sandmore stayed on in third place in front of Lanyon, who was best of the top weights.

In the betting, Russell was in trouble some way out, but he still managed to gain third place in front of the Non-Runners. The Farnets made a mark for an expensive flat fee, and a well-matched, line of the Non-Runners. The Farnets made a mark for an expensive flat fee, and a well-matched, line of the Non-Runners.

PUBLIC BETTER THAN PRIVATE FORM.

Sedbergh, winner of the Non-Runners, is in opposition to-day in the Newmarket Stakes, in which it is expected to win.

The race was passed and the Gal Lolly and Figaro in fourth place, and it is always safest to rely on the public in a race where there is a chance that the one may go at home.

The result of the race is beyond doubt that Figaro did not give his true running in the first of the season. His second start remains to be written after once promising to win in his fifth. Gal Lolly is not a good second, and Figaro's plate was won by a rider with a long and a half.

All had been in trouble, was in trouble some way out, but he still managed to gain third place in front of the Non-Runners. The Farnets made a mark for an expensive flat fee, and a well-matched, line of the Non-Runners.

In the betting, Russell was in trouble some way out, but he still managed to gain third place in front of the Non-Runners. The Farnets made a mark for an expensive flat fee, and a well-matched, line of the Non-Runners.

RAT HUNT IN POLICE COURT.

A rat-hunt varied the proceedings in Swallowdale Burton-on-Trent Police Court yesterday. The accused were charged with stealing 10 cats and killed by constables with traps and poisoned traps. The suspects were charged with stealing 10 cats and killed by constables with traps and poisoned traps.

MISS MILLIE LARDER.

Miss Millie Larder is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larder, of Grove, York. She is about 20 years of age. She was educated at a private school in York, and has been working in the family business for the past three years.

MRS. CLARA COLE.

No German Rhodes Scholars.

Will Of Great Imperialist To Be Varied By Parliament.

An interesting proposal for the purpose of calming (famine from any part or lot in the benefits of the Rhodes scholarships is wrapped up in legal proceedings in the London Gazette published last night. The trustees of the will of Mr. Cecil Rhodes, the late British statesman, have made their intentions known to introduce a Bill into Parliament to extinguish the rights of the beneficiaries named in the will, and to give birth to the non-appearance of Pommern in the Burwell Plate.

There was no legal avenue to the non-appearance of Pommern in the Burwell Plate.

Our Cigarette Fund.

For the benefit of the wife of Private Thomas Morris, "sympathizing friends in the straw hat factory at 9, Bute-street, Luton," have sent £3.

FEROCAL (SQUARE'S CHEMICAL FOOD)

Soothes, Nourishes, Improves the Appetite.

For Children who are naturally delicate, or who are inclined to coughing, 

PLEASANT TO THE TASTE.

CHILDREN LIKE IT.

In bottles 1/2, 3/9, and 4/6, free 4/6. 

SQUARE & SONS, Ltd.

King's Chemists.

Grosvenor Street, London, W.

Get it To-day for your

Complexion.

Alvina Crème de Beauté is the very toilet cream you have long wanted. It possesses two outstanding merits that distinguish it from all others. It is unrivalled as a complexion beautifier and unequalled as a complexion preserver. You have to take the Alvina Crème de Beauté before the duration of your complexion can be amazed at the extraordinary improvement in your appearance. Even if you have neglected your complexion for years and have certain marks on arms and shoulders, Alvina Crème will restore to your skin its former fresh, radiant and youthful beauty. No lady who wishes to keep books can afford to be without it. And it is not at all expensive. A shilling bottle will do more for you than vaunted beauty creams at ten or twenty times the price. Use it as a massage cream it gently smoothes away those dreaded signs of age, lines, wrinkles and crow's feet.

ALVINA CRÈME

(Not Greasy and Vanishes)

Have you tried Alvina Crème de Beauté yet? If not, do so at once and note our offer. With every bottle is enclosed a catalogue of 2,000 cloth-bound volumes by 535 authors, we are distributing free among our friends. In the catalogue you will find authors of science and hundreds of books you would like to possess. Seize the opportunity of getting them free.

Alvina Crème de Beauté is distributed by stock or Boots Cash Chemists. A bottle of Alvina Crème, or send 1x. 25, for bottle, post free. Manufacturers: Alvina Crème, Ltd, Castle Lee, London, N.W.

WEAK NERVES FAIL AT CRITICAL MOMENT.

DOCTOR SAYS NERVES FED WITH PROPRIUM BECOME STRONG AS ARMOUR.

Violent death, disaster, commercial failure, social failure. Trace these calamities to their source and in the majority of cases you will find weak nerves; lack of moral or physical vitality to cope with them. The alarm in the number of street accidents is not solely due to the darkened streets. Nervous strain due to terror and in the majority of cases you will learn that "the will and the power to resist them." Weak nerves are attributable to the absence of Proprium in the blood, the failure lies in the heart by the use of Proprium tones the nervous system, as the power to the heart by the use of Proprium tones the nervous system, as the power.

FEROCAL (SQUARE'S CHEMICAL FOOD)

Soothes, Nourishes, Improves the Appetite.

PLEASANT TO THE TASTE.

CHILDREN LIKE IT.

In bottles 1/2, 3/9, and 4/6, free 4/6.

SQUARE & SONS, Ltd.

1 King's Chemists,

413 Oxford St.

London, W.

DRESSING AS NUNS.

Women Peace Advocates Make Picturesque Appearance In Court.

At Kettering, Galway, and Epsom, in England, at Amiens, in France, and in the Newmarket Buildings, Lannes, Sibyl the nun is the famous soubrette of the French Revolution.

MRS. CLARA COLE.

NO GERMAN RHODES SCHOLARS.

Get it To-day for your Complexion.

Alvina Crème de Beauté is the very toilet cream you have long wanted. It possesses two outstanding merits that distinguish it from all others. It is unrivalled as a complexion beautifier and unequalled as a complexion preserver. You have to take the Alvina Crème de Beauté before the duration of your complexion can be amazed at the extraordinary improvement in your appearance. Even if you have neglected your complexion for years and have certain marks on arms and shoulders, Alvina Crème will restore to your skin its former fresh, radiant and youthful beauty. No lady who wishes to keep books can afford to be without it. And it is not at all expensive. A shilling bottle will do more for you than vaunted beauty creams at ten or twenty times the price. Use it as a massage cream it gently smoothes away those dreaded signs of age, lines, wrinkles and crow's feet.

ALVINA CRÈME

(Not Greasy and Vanishes)

Have you tried Alvina Crème de Beauté yet? If not, do so at once and note our offer. With every bottle is enclosed a catalogue of 2,000 cloth-bound volumes by 535 authors, we are distributing free among our friends. In the catalogue you will find authors of science and hundreds of books you would like to possess. Seize the opportunity of getting them free.

Alvina Crème de Beauté is distributed by stock or Boots Cash Chemists. A bottle of Alvina Crème, or send 1x. 25, for bottle, post free. Manufacturers: Alvina Crème, Ltd, Castle Lee, London, N.W.
shrowing on the weekly grocery account to Effie's mood.

I can't understand it," she said weakly. "He's hardly seen Hester, unless the girl's been giving her the secretaries' security—and I can't believe that she was the only one."

"I'm afraid it's true, Effie," Gordon said gravely. "I'm afraid she was the only one."

"But she's bound to know some time. Mr. Straton can't stay at the George and Anchor. Out he was to Hester, as he phrases it, without the whole affair being the talk of the village!

"Because, William," her wife replied, visibly flustered. "There's a very real fear of Mr. Straton and she'd be miserable if she knew.

"But she's bound to know some time. Mr. Straton can't stay at the George and Anchor. Out he was to Hester, as he phrases it, without the whole affair being the talk of the village!

Mrs. Lomas, a middle-aged woman, was sitting at the thought that Gordon, when he meets them, the same day, at Hester's home.
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**The Men Who Arrested Casement:**

Sergt. Hearn, who arrested Casement, and Maurice McCarthy (right), the farmer who found the boat at Tralee.

Daniel Julian Bailey, Casement's fellow-prisoner. It is alleged he joined the "Irish Brigade" at Limburg.

Constable Riley, who held up Casement and Bailey with a rifle and blew his whistle till Hearn arrived.

Leading Signalman Wagborn, of the Bluebell, which first sighted the suspicious vessel flying the Norwegian flag.

The German ship Aude, which accompanied the submarine that brought Casement to Ireland. She was captured by H.M.S. Bluebell and afterwards sank. The rifles she carried for the rebels now lie at the bottom of the sea. James Dempsey (inset), the Admiralty diver, who examined the Aude. He produced a rifle in Court which he had brought up from the wreck.

The dramatic story of the arrest of Sir Roger Casement was revealed at Bow-street yesterday. Sergeant Hearn and Constable Riley, both of the Royal Irish Constabulary, told how they discovered the ex-Consul hiding in a fort covered with brushwood. "My name is Richard Morton. I am an author and a traveller," said Casement. "All right, come along," said the officers. (Daily Sketch Photographs.)